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Concurrency and planning are two fields of computer science that evolved independently, aiming at solving tasks that are similar in nature, but different in perspective: while planning formalisms focus on finding a plan (process), if there exists
such a plan, that solves a given planning problem; the focus in concurrency theory is
on universally quantified queries for proving properties of a concurrent, interacting
system. Such a task requires an arsenal of mathematical methods, e.g., bisimulation,
which respects the parallel behavior of actions and the non-determinism inherent in
the system, and this way allows for an analysis of equivalence of processes.
We further elaborate on the linear logic approach to planning [7], aiming at providing a common language for planning and concurrency. Such a language will make
it possible to import methods of concurrency to planning, which will then lead to
a structural analysis of plans. Linear logic approach to planning, based on multiset
rewriting, is a natural candidate for this task: linear logic allows explicit handling
of resources due to controlled weakening and contraction, i.e., the multiplicative
conjunction ⊗ is not idempotent (“a ⊗ a ` a” is not provable), whereas conjunction ∧ in classical logic is idempotent. The explicit treatment of resources does not
only provide a natural solution to the famous frame problem, but is also crucial to
express the dependency between actions that compete for resources. Furthermore,
linear logic is widely recognized as a logic of concurrency (see, e.g., [8, 2]).
We establish an explicit correspondence between partial order plans and proofs
of the linear logic planning problems which leads to a labeled event structure (LES)
semantics of plans. Labeled Event Structures [9] is a behavioral model of concurrency which captures the causality between actions in terms of their dependencies
in a partial order. Apart from the causality which is expressed in a partial order,
in a LES, the non-determinism in the computation is captured by a conflict relation, which is a symmetric irreflexive relation of events. In a planning perspective,
this corresponds to actions that are applicable at a state which conflict with each
other. This conflict is in the sense that deciding for one over the other determines a
different state space ahead. This is a concurrent model of the possible computations.
We associate to every planning problem a LES which represents the independence and causality of all actions performable in all different derivations produced
by the search for a proof of the planning problem. By capturing the operational
semantics of planning problems in terms of inference rules within the underlying
logical framework, we associate a transition system to each proof of a planning
problem. For this purpose, we adapt some ideas from [3] where LES semantics for a
class of linear logic proofs has been studied. Relying on the notion of independence
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among actions provided by the explicit handling of the resources, we then adapt
the standard techniques in the literature to obtain LES’s from transition systems.
The LES provided leads to an abstraction from a transition system which allows
to analyze these systems, observe recurring events and use standard methods of
concurrency for a notion of plan equivalence.
An other contribution of this work is the establishment of the explicit correspondence between partial order plans and a certain class of linear logic proofs, which
addresses the question of identity of proofs since a unique partial order corresponds
to a class of proofs.
As the underlying formalism we employ the calculus of structures [4] presentation
of linear logic [10]: The calculus of structures is a proof theoretical formalism, which
is a generalization of the one-sided sequent calculus with the gain of interesting proof
theoretical properties. In the calculus of structures, the notion of main connective
of sequent calculus disappears, and this way rules become applicable deep inside a
formula(deep inference), allowing a formula to move into another formula in a way
determined by their local structure. This results in proof theoretical properties that
are not available in the sequent calculus, and that are interesting from the view of
computation as proof search.
We have implemented the proof search for the systems in the calculus of structures, and also a planner which implements the above ideas in the lines of [5, 6].
These implementations, mainly in system Maude [1], are available1 for download.
However, at the moment they are plausible only for planning problems of toy size.
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